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Each year when I was a child, 
a long awaited package would 
arrive from my Oma at the 
end of November. Inside was 
a Styrofoam ring, evergreen 
branches, red velvet ribbon 
and four red candles—it was 
our Advent wreath. I would be 
overwhelmed with excitement 
because the wreath’s arrival  
meant not only the countdown 
to my most favourite time of 
the year, the Christmas season, 
but also the commencement 
of a century or more of family 
Christmas traditions. 

My maternal grandparents came 
to Canada from Germany in the 
early 1950s and with them, came 
their tradition which they passed 
down to their children. That is 
why on the first Sunday of Advent, 
my mother, father, sister and I 
would gather in the living room 
to light the candle on the Advent 
wreath my Oma had sent and 
spend quality time together by 
playing board games or watching 
a Christmas movie. After the five 
hour trip to Swift Current, my 
family, including my Oma and 

Opa as well as my aunts and 
uncles, would celebrate the birth 
of the Christ Child. We began 
our Christmas Eve celebrations 
by sitting down at the dining 
room table and enjoying a 
feast of bratwurst, weisswurst, 
European wieners, red cabbage, 
sauerkraut, blood sausage, hash 
browns, and mushroom gravy, a 
traditional Weiner Family meal 
that was not all that appealing 
to us children. Supper would be 
followed by church where it was 
a tradition for the congregation 
to light candles at the end of the 
service and sing “Silent Night.”  
After the service, my Opa would 
drive me and my sister around 
Swift Current for what seemed 
like days to look at the Christmas 
light displays. When we finally 
arrived back at the house, the 
rest of the family would be 
gathered in the living room with 
the fireplace glowing and German 
Christmas music playing softly in 
the background. As we opened 
presents, emptied stockings and 
played numerous board games, 
the four red candles of my Oma’s 
Advent wreath on the round living 
room table would burn brightly.

Although I now have my own 
family traditions that I share 
with my husband Jerid, every 
November I make sure to create 
an Advent wreath, just like the 
one my Oma used to send, 
because to me it represents 
family and family values. It 
is for that very reason that I 
jumped at the opportunity to 
spend a year as manager of 
alumni relations, development 
and communications at Luther 
while Jennifer Arends is on 
leave. I wanted to be part of 
the family I came to know as an 
undergraduate.

As you read this issue about the 
traditions of your family here at 
Luther, I hope you will find that 
though some of the traditions may 
have changed or evolved over the 
past 100 years, the foundation 
of Christian values and academic 
excellence remains.

Michelle Clark (U’04)
Senior editor of The Luther Story
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On a typical mid-morning at the 
High School, I am waiting outside 
the gym doors for the teacher 
inside to finish class. Once the 
class is over, we swoop in to 
quickly set up the gym for our 
short daily chapel service which 
is attended by more than four 
hundred students, faculty and 
staff. No two days are the same 
for set up: different symbols — 
a processional cross, candles 
or other props—are used to 
focus each day’s theme, the 
piano may have to be pulled 
out of the corner, or a couple of 
microphones need to be plugged 
in.

If you are an alumnus of our 
High School, you will be very 
familiar with this routine. Of the 
many traditions that make our 
school unique and prominent, 
our daily chapel is without doubt 
one of our longest and most 
central practices. Indeed, one 
could say that our school day 
revolves around the few minutes 
that students and teachers 
spend together in worship and 
reflection.

Over the years, various 
components of our chapel 
service have changed in order 
to adapt to a more diverse and 
“visually-inclined” student body. 
As many of our International 
students come from all over 
the world, bringing with them a 
variety of religious backgrounds 
and traditions, and many of our 
Canadian students have a limited 

background or understanding 
of the Christian faith and the 
church, the idea of a chapel 
service can be strange to both. 
While music remains a vital part 
of our chapel program as it is 
a powerful tool to express our 
faith, community singing is no 
longer a practice that youth are 
familiar with. In order to engage 
our  “visual” generation, a twenty-
foot-wide drop-down screen is 
a tool more often used during 
the service than the piano. The 
Gospel, however, still remains as 
the foundation of our chapel even 
though the tradition of how it is 
presented has changed.

I, too, have had to adapt 
personally over these last 26 
years of helping to lead chapel. 
Learning to fully respect the great 
diversity of our student body 
and to plan chapel accordingly 
has been one of my biggest 
challenges. Luther seeks to 
build an inclusive, welcoming 
atmosphere where our Christian 
faith is presented as an invitation 
to experience the sacred and 
the challenges of our theology 
rather than as mere dogma to 
be learned. The model of Jesus’ 
hospitality to those on the 
margins is the model that guides 
us.

Having asked other faith-based 
high schools about how they 
engaged their students in worship 
and the practise of Christian faith,  
I found their reply to be that they 
had given up on this daily ritual 

of a community chapel service. 
Although traditions can be a good 
method to help keep us grounded 
in our purpose and mission 
as well as give us momentum 
to continue practises that are 
important to us, they can also be 
a challenge to maintain as our 
audience evolves. Despite the 
challenges, we at Luther have not 
given up on our daily tradition. To 
many, our daily chapel acts as the 
glue that helps us build the sense 
of community we value so much, 
and the core of our faith-based 
education.

The second bell has rung, the last 
few stragglers are making their 
way down the gym hallway—it’s 
time to settle everybody down 
and get started…

Pastor Larry Fry
Chaplain, High School campus
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Pastor Larry during the 
traditional chapel at the 
High School campus.



As I considered the theme for this 
issue, I could not help but look to 
my bookshelf for some inspiration 
where I found two classics on the 
topic.  In the first, The Vindication 
of Tradition (Yale University 
Press, 1984), Jaroslav Pelikan, 
one of Christianity’s greatest 
historians and Luther College’s 
first Luther Lecturer, opens with 
a vignette about Jerome Robbins 
and the staging of Fiddler on 
the Roof.  How appropriate, I 
thought, since just last year our 
High School campus produced 
this very musical!  Apparently 
as Robbins studied the Hasidic 
stories which became the basis 
for the musical, he proclaimed to 
his co-writers, “Well, if it’s a show 
about tradition and its dissolution, 
then the audience should be 
told what that tradition is” (1).  
Pelikan uses this story as well 
as many others to demonstrate 
what he calls a “living tradition.”  
Quoting the philosopher Edmund 
Burke, Pelikan argues that a living 
tradition “is a partnership not 
only between those who are living 
but between those who are living, 
those who are dead, and those 
who are to be born” (20).  Writing 
this as I am on 1 November, All 
Saints Day, a day on which the 
Christian church celebrates its 
‘communion with the saints’, the 
idea of a living tradition seems at 
the core of what Luther College is 
after 100 years.

The second classic I found on 
my bookshelf, Tradition, by the 
great sociologist, Edward Shils 
(University of Chicago, 1981), is a 
more detailed study of the subject 
but the headings in the table of 
contents bring to life the book’s 
thesis.  “Tradition in Disrepute” 
is followed by “Enlightenment” 
or the rediscovery of tradition 
and “The Endurance of Past 
Objects (and) Practices” as well 
as “Stability and Change”.  Finally, 
Shils explains how the “Permanent 
Task” of tradition in an “Uncharted 
World” concerns the “Temporal 
Integration of Society” because 
“Traditionality (is) an Intrinsic 
Value” to what we are as humans.

Both scholars agree and 
emphasise that education involves 
the very act of recapturing, 
even reliving tradition if one 
is to discover new knowledge. 
But tradition is not just about 
academics as central as this is 
to the mission of Luther College. 
Tradition is also at the heart of 
great memories, silly fun and 
lasting relationships. I applaud 
the editorial committee of The 
Luther Story for exploring a theme 
so intrinsic to the academic life of 
our College, as well as its students, 
alumni and friends.

Bryan Hillis (u’78), PhD
President, Luther College
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tra·di·tion/trəədiSHə n/ee

Noun:  The transmission of customs or beliefs from generation to generation, 
or the fact of being passed on in this way.  A long-established custom or belief that 
has been passed on in this way.
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By Lisa King (HS’83) 
Manager of alumni relations, 

development and communications, 
Luther College High School

The first day of any new job can be 
stressful. What I don’t think I prepared 
myself for was the flood of memories that 
hit me as I walked the halls of Luther, 
went to chapel, made my coffee in the 
staff room, checked the cafeteria to see if 
it was “chip day”.  I joke that Luther is in 
my DNA; my father started working here 
in 1966, and I spent a lot of time over the 
years wandering the halls—as a child, 
student, alumnus and aunt to students 
at Luther and now a member of the staff. 
And I am not alone. Many of you reading 
this will have a long history of Luther.  
Maybe your parents or grandparents 
worked or went to school here; perhaps 
your own children or grandchildren are 
now here. You might be a “one off,” the 
only one in your family to have a direct 
connection to Luther, but still very much a 
part of the history of 1500 Royal Street.

Luther College High School is rich in tradition; we 
are almost 100 years old!  From events, customs, 
principles and a little bit of folklore, traditions 
make Luther well Luther.  One of the many things 
I am enjoying about my new job is the history 
contained in the alumni offices, the basement, 
the offices and hallways – handbooks from 1930 
on, photos from 1913 through the decades, stories 
from staff and alumni.  I came across the very 
first edition of the new alumni newsletter. Morris 
Anderson had asked my dad to start the newsletter 
as a way to communicate with alumni and  
continue to show the good work Luther does. So 
many connections the Luther College community 
shares.  

The following are some interesting traditions that I 
have come across:

BACCALAUREATE SERVICES
In the days of Luther Academy in Melville and over 
many more decades at Luther College in Regina, 
grade 12 students wrote departmental exams and 
then went home for the summer; their grades were 
later mailed to them. There was no graduation 
ceremony at the school because it wasn’t known 
who would pass the exams until later in the 
summer. It appears that the first “graduation” 
ceremony was held in 1927, to recognise Luther’s 
university students who were completing their 
“second year Arts” (ie one full year of university 
classes).  At an unknown time, this ‘baccalaureate’ 
service also became the occasion for awarding 
scholarships and other recognitions, to the high 
school students.     

Baccalaureate Services are still held in May/June 
of each year. The class of 2012 was the last to 
receive their diplomas on the old stage.  Shortly 
after the ceremony, the stage was demolished and 
construction of the new, state-of-the-art, stage 
began.  It hit me that day, sitting in the gym right 
behind the graduates in their black and gold robes, 
that Luther has done a wonderful job over the 
years of striking a healthy balance between time-
honoured traditions and progress.

STAY OFF THE GYM FLOOR
When the gym was built in 1951 it was the best in 
western Canada. Wooden slats of the LCHS floor 
were suspended across the supports, and the floor 
achieved mythic proportions with the rumour 
that its special bounce was due to the horse hair 
cushion underneath.  The floor itself was a sight to 
behold.  Obviously everyone wanted to take special 
care of it, and the custodian of the day especially 
enforced the “don’t walk on it” rule.  Ed Robinson 
(HS’51), the voice of LIT for 50 years, coined the 
phrase “please stay off the playing surface,” which 
become well known to students and fans.   

Noun:  The transmission of customs or beliefs from generation to generation, 
or the fact of being passed on in this way.  A long-established custom or belief that 
has been passed on in this way.

the morning sun shines 
through the main entrance 
doors of the High School 
gym, an integral meeting 
place for many school 
events such as Lit, chapel, 
the musical, and the 
Candlelight Service.
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During one of my first chapels as a staff member, 
the students all sat on the floor for a special 
presentation.  I entered the gym to see 420 pairs 
of shoes piled up at the door.  The tradition 
continues!

THE MUSICAL
Perhaps the first “musical” held at Luther was 
the 1929/1930 production of  Marrying Marion. It 
was sponsored through Luther’s Conservatory of 
Music, where the main director of the “chorus” 
program was Miss Elsa Mees (also a teacher of 
Mathematics).  The “Broadway musical” had not 
yet been invented, so the early musicals were 
“operettas.”  Several more were held in the years 
following but they seem to have become more 
sporadic, especially after the marriage of Miss 
Mees to Luther’s Principal and President, Rex 
Schneider, which occasioned her retirement from 
the faculty. Married women were not expected 
to remain as teachers in those days. These early 
operettas were held at Darke Hall on the Regina 
College campus.  Operettas were still produced 
occasionally into the 1950s.  The stage in the 
1950 facility was remarkable in scale for the 
time and really the finest in the city. The focus 
was on music and theatre. The retirement of 
Fred Wagner left a void in theatre. After a break 
of some duration, Luther began, in 1973, the 
tradition of the “Broadway musical.” Oliver was 
the first offering. It was undertaken at some risk 
considering the cost of performance fees and 
production values that were unprecedented. Oliver 
ran for two nights only but was a sell-out and 
wildly praised.  

The Broadway musical format became an 
instant tradition that remains a cornerstone 
of community events in Regina.  This year’s 
production will be The Wizard of Oz.    

ALL COLLEGE
In the early days of Luther Academy, the school 
shared Sunday noon dinner together, a special 
weekly meal that featured apple pie covered with 
brown gravy.  When Luther moved to Regina in 
1926, all of the girls were automatically members 
of a sorority, Lambda Sigma Theta.  Lambda Sigma 
Theta organised many social events during the 
year, including a Mother-Daughter banquet in the 
fall, and the “Girls’ Spring Banquet.” There was 
a Boys’ Banquet towards the end of the school 

year, as well as occasional sports.  These banquets 
were not held at the College, rather, they were 
usually held at the Hotel Saskatchewan or another 
downtown hotel.  In 1954, the boys’ and girls’ 
spring banquets were combined as “The Spring 
Banquet.”  By 1958 it was being called “All College” 
and believed to have moved to the gym of the 
College around the same time.   

All College is still held each year in the 
gymnasium.  I remember the stress of finding that 
perfect dress, hair being curled and backcombed. 
It was the 80s after all!  Today the students still 
dress up, the parents serve the meals and another 
tradition continues.  

THE CREST
The “crest” in the foyer is the original logo for 
Luther College of Regina. It was in use by the 
early 1940s, and perhaps dates from earlier.  It 
was used until the current logo, the “tree of life/ 
cross image,” was developed in the 1970s.  In the 
1980s when renovations were done to the main 
foyer (board room, offices, washroom) the floor 
was redone and at the suggestion of the architect, 
Gerry Norbraten (HS’50), the crest, remembered 
by alumni and containing the Christian cross, was 
inlaid into the floor for all who entered the school 
to see.
 
Students still walk around or hop over the crest, 
especially on “game day,” so as not to bring bad 
luck to the Lions.  Folklore or tradition?

Dr Richard Hordern is researching and writing a book 
on Luther College to celebrate our 100th Anniversary 
in October 2013.  His research and the reflections of 
Morris Anderson, Don King, Vivian Norbraten and 
Richard Nostbakken are included in my article.   

These are just a few of the many traditions, customs, 
and beliefs that are so unique to Luther.  Other 
memories have been shared throughout this edition 
of The Luther Story.  If you have a special memory 
you would like to share, please send us an email at 
lchsalumni@luthercollege.edu.

top left – Students gather 
to study around the “crest” 
found in the foyer of the High 
School campus. 

top right – the 2011 High 
School musical featured 
students performing the 
classic Broadway musical, 
Fiddler on the Roof.  

Bottom – Students enjoying 
the 1960 All College banquet 
held in the High School gym 
since the 1950s.
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HOMECOMING
By Lisa King (HS’83) 

Luther alumni share a connection to the school 
and to each other that is unique and special.  
The hallways, the gym, the dorms, the cafeteria, 
chapel, LIT, the musical, All College—moments 
and places in time that bind us together.  Though 
many of the alumni in attendance at Homecoming 
2012 have been leading busy lives and may not 
have been back to Luther for many years, time 
and distance could not diminish the instant 
connection shared with other alumni as they 
gathered at the various events over the weekend.

Homecoming got off to a great start on Friday 
with a casual night of mingling at Crave Kitchen 
& Wine Bar.  Saturday morning chapel featured 
musical selections from current students, 
followed by school tours, lunch in the cafeteria 
(fries included) and many stories of mischief and 
favorite memories shared.  Saturday concluded 
with a banquet, more reminiscing and lots of plans 
to reconnect at the 100th Anniversary celebration 
in October 2013.

Thank you to all alumni and their families who 
joined us for Homecoming 2012!

(21-22 September was Homecoming weekend for 
the classes of 1952, 62, 72, 82, 92 and 2002 with 
special guests the class of 1957.)  

CONTACT INFORMATION
Tara Gish 

Development consultant 
tara.gish@luthercollege.edu 

306.791.9175

2012

Top – Susan Hertz, Riki (Heebner) Crusha (HS’82), Rod fellinger (HS’82) and Brad Hertz 
(HS’82) visiting at the social held on friday evening.  Middle – the Class of 1957 in the 
art room during a tour of the High School campus.  Bottom – Dallas Howe (HS’62), Sandy 
Howe, Mieke Allan (de Groot) (HS’62), Bob Lewis (HS’62) at the friday evening social.     
Right – Katharine Mcneil Leier (HS’92) and Christina Zosel Legien (HS’92).



V A L U A B L E  L I N K S
http://www.luthercollege.edu/highschool/atimetobuild/introduction    https://twitter.com/lchsregina 
http://www.luthercollege.edu/highschool/atimetobuild/projectupdates  https://www.facebook.com/LCHSRegina

HOMECOMING

CONSTRUCTION UPDATE
We are underway! Following the 12 
June campaign launch, a hoarding 
wall was erected so the gym could 
still be used, the old stage was 
removed, and the building of the 
new stage began.  Excitement 
grew as the sounds of construction 
continued behind the “wood wall”.  
In early November, the wall was 
dismantled and the main structure 
of a new stage was revealed! 
Finishing touches continue with 
stage completion expected in 
December.  Meanwhile the outdoor 
team and maintenance buildings 
have been completed behind the 
girls’ dorm.  Infrastructure upgrades 
continue as piles are poured for the 
next phases of construction.
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A TIME TOBUILD
QUALITY. EDUCATION. FAITH. VISION.

L u t h e r  C o L L e g e  
h i g h  s C h o o L LCHS

UPDATE FALL 2012

PROGRESS 
TOWARDS GOAL
We are currently 

at 51% or $6.84 
million.

THANK YOU 
TO OUR DONORS

Thank you to all of our supporters of 
A TIME TO BUILD. We appreciate 

your generousity whether 
you have completed your gift 

or are carrying through with your 
pledge commitment.

DONOR PROFILE
Merlis Belsher (HS‘53)

WHAT LUTHER MEANS TO ME:
“My parents died tragically in 1951 
when I was 15. Luther was not
only my school, it was my home. 
Luther provided personal support,
spiritual guidance, a strong 
education, diverse sports activities, 
and direction for a University 
education thus paving the way for my 
future career.

Luther also reinforced that in 
addition to one’s career, we have a
responsibility to our community, 
society in general and a moral duty to 
help those in need. It is with humility 
and gratitude that I do what I can 
to support Luther College with its 
endeavours to build for the future so 
that other students may benefit as I 
did.”

BIO HIGHLIGHTS
Merlis Belsher was born in McCord,    
a Saskatchewan community
named after his grandfather. His 
father, Milton, was a farmer and his
mother, Inez, was a school teacher 
who taught him the value of
education on the banks of the Wood 
River.

After graduating from Luther
in 1953, he entered the University
of Saskatchewan. Merlis obtained
a Bachelor of Commerce (1957),
became a Chartered Accountant
(1960), a Bachelor of Law (1963), and
was admitted to the Law Society
of Saskatchewan (1964). His career
was in industry in Saskatchewan,
and he became the President/Owner at 
age 29 of a precast manufacturing
business. He continues to be active in 
the community and sports ( LIT-1953), 
serves on corporate boards and is 
involved in philanthropic initiatives.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Tara Gish 

Development consultant 
tara.gish@luthercollege.edu 

306.791.9175

The stage is dismantled - 16 July 2012

a time to

BUILD
QUALITY. EDUCATION. FAITH. VISION.
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By Michelle Clark (U’04)
Manager of alumni relations, development and communications, 
Luther College at the University of Regina

Our FAMILY roots
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When I set out to write this article 
about traditions found at the University 
campus, Arthur Krentz (Philosophy 
professor from 1971-2005 and 
Academic dean from 1972-1977),        
Dr Paul Antrobus (Psychology professor 
from 1973-2002 and professor of 
emeritus until 2010) and Dr Richard 
Hordern (a current Religious Studies 
professor) provided me with a wealth 
of information and memories. The 
traditions are long-standing, sometimes 
controversial, and always informative if 
not inspiring.
 
LUTHER LOGO  
When I first looked at the Luther logo, I figured 
the “L” on the left side stood for “Luther” and the 
vines and branches formed a “cross” to represent 
Christian values but always thought the circle 
represented the “sun.” I found out that the circle 
actually represented the “world” which I think 
to be very appropriate as we promote the College 
as a global community demonstrated by the 
diversity of our students, faculty and staff. The 
following “official” explanation of the Luther logo 
was used when lapel pins featuring the logo were 
made: “Held within the Luther logo are the cross, 
the circle and the leaves -- all symbols of Luther 
College’s reason for being. In Christ is found God’s 
will and design for all people; plus the capacity 
to grow in knowledge and understanding of the 
world and its creator.” 

The current Luther logo was designed by Judy 
Swanson of Camrose Lutheran College in Alberta 
in 1973-74 for the University campus using the 
College’s colours of blue and white.  The High 

School campus later adopted the same logo but 
used their school colours of black and gold. The 
goal of the logo was to be distinctive from the 
University of Regina as well to represent the 
values of the College.

LUTHER COLOUR
I was looking through my photo album recently 
for images to use in a presentation and I came 
across pictures from my Luther convocation 
in May 2004. In my brilliant blue robe, I was 
accepting my certificate from the Academic dean, 
Dr Bryan Hillis, while the President, Dr Richard 
Hordern, looked on. Why blue robes you may 
ask? After becoming a federated college of the 
University of Regina, the Dean and faculty at 
Luther chose the colour blue as it would stand 
out against the black robes of the University of 
Regina and make Luther grads distinctive. This 
move to adopt a unique colour for the College was 
later followed by Campion College and the First 
Nations University of Canada.

RELIGIOUS STUDIES PROGRAM
Before the establishment of the Religious Studies 
(RLST) program at Luther in the fall of 1977, 
the only way for a student to get a degree with 
a religious studies emphasis was to complete a 
Bachelor of Arts in Humanities.  Around 1968, 
a Religious Studies Committee was established 
at the University of Regina that consisted of 
faculty members interested in the development 
of religious studies courses at the university.  
Although the courses did not have an official 
Religious Studies title, they could be regarded as 
related to the study of religion.  In 1976, Roland 
Miller, a newly appointed RLST professor at 
Luther, was given the daunting task of developing 
a more formal RLST program. It was very 
important from the beginning that the RLST 
program focused on all religions of the world 
and on the academic study of religion. To ensure 

Our FAMILY roots

the Luther Bach 
Choir performs in the 
Auditorium at the 
University campus.
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diversity in the program, it would include nine 
professors: three from the University of Regina, 
three from Campion and three from Luther. 
Although there was support for the RLST program 
on campus, there was also considerable resistance. 
A significant number of university faculty thought 
that the federated colleges were trying to use the 
program to convert students to Catholicism or 
Protestantism/Lutheranism.  After some debate 
in the Faculty of Arts, the program was passed on 
a trial basis.  In 1978, Luther student Bryan Hillis 
was the first graduate of the Religious Studies 
program.  To this day, Luther College remains very 
involved in the development of religious studies 
and its delivery at the University of Regina.

LUTHER LECTURE
The Luther Lecture was established in 1977 
because the Luther administration wanted to hold 
events for the general public as a form of outreach 
and community relations. At this time there 
were no regular lecture series held on campus.  
The Lecture was also a way of showcasing the 
importance of the RLST program and academic 
study of religion at the university level. The 
Luther Lecture continues to make a distinctive 
and stimulating contribution to the life of the 
University and the general community by inviting 
a distinguished scholar or leader of note to speak 
on matters of spiritual and social importance.  

ELIZABETHAN SINGERS/LUTHER BACH CHOIR
Hired by the High School in 1976 to teach music 
and direct the choir, Dr Carl Cherland was also 
asked to develop an extra-curricular music 
program at the University campus. Instead of a 
“glee club” as had been suggested, he developed 
“Elizabethan Evenings” in cooperation with 
several other faculty and staff members. These 
annual “feasts” featured costumes, music, poetry, 
a dramatic scene by Shakespeare as well as food 
and table manners all from the Elizabethan period. 
The “Elizabethan Singers” were composed largely 
of former members of the High School choir who 
were now at university. Due to significant staff 
changes over the years, the evening became more 
difficult to organise. For this reason, Cherland 
decided to form the “The Luther Bach Choir” that 
would feature music especially of the baroque 
period. To the present day the Luther Bach Choir, 
consisting of several Luther alumni and friends, 
presents several concerts during the year. 

JUICE AND COOKIES
Remember when juice and cookies were served 
to students on the last day of Luther classes? I do 
and we can all thank Luther professor Dr Paul 
Antrobus for starting the tradition. It was meant 
to leave a “good taste in their mouth,” said Paul. 
He thought it would increase the “sense of family” 
within the College similar to the atmosphere of 
Sunday school when you would receive juice and 
cookies. The tradition continues to this day. 

MUCKBY  
Dr Paul Antrobus was also famous for inventing 
“Muckby,” a game played for several years by 
Luther professors and dorm students. In the 1970s, 
the University of Regina would put up boards 
north of the College dorms to create a skating rink 
for all students. In the spring when the ice had 
melted, several inches of mud and water would 
remain—the perfect conditions for a game of 
Muckby. With little regard for rules, two teams 
would try to deposit a football in the opposing 
team’s garbage-can goal. Players could score either 
by throwing or kicking the ball or even depositing 
a player of the opposing team who was holding 
the ball in the garbage-can goal. As the first year 
of Muckby resulted in the dorms being covered in 
mud, the Head of maintenance, Herb Amendt, in 
subsequent years would stand outside and hose 
the players down before they entered the dorms.  
A short clip of the game even appeared on the 
CBC National news in its third or fourth year. 
Unfortunately, around the fall of 1975 or 1976, 
the University stopped putting up the boards and 
maintaining the rink because of financial costs.

top images – Dr Martin e 
Marty was Luther College’s 
second Luther Lecturer 
in 1978. He will return as 
the guest lecturer for the 
2013 Luther Lecture to be 
held in conjunction with 
Luther College’s 100th 
Anniversary celebrations 
(10 to 13 October 2013). 

Bottom: After 
arousing game of 
“Muckby,”students were 
covered in mud from head 
to foot.
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I recently had the honour of 
speaking with two current 
international students from 
both campuses to learn about 
the difference between family 
traditions at home versus those 
experienced here in Canada at 
Luther College. Weikang Xiang, 
who goes by Nick, is a grade 11 
student at the High School. Nick 
was born in a small town near 
a railway factory and at two, 
his family moved to Chengdu, 
the capital of Sichuan province 
in Southwest China, home to 
15 million inhabitants. Nick 
arrived in Regina in August 
2011. Patience Umereweneza is 
a fourth-year student in health 
studies at the University of 
Regina. She was born in Rwanda 
and in 1994, as a little girl, she 
and her family were forced to flee 
due to war and genocide. Patience 
lived in Kenya, the Philippines 
and Thailand as a refugee before 
coming to Regina. She arrived in 
Regina in December 2008.

Why did you choose to come 
to Luther College in Regina, 
Canada?  

NICK – I particularly came to 
Luther College and Canada to 
receive a good education. 

PATIENCE – As a refugee, I did 
not have much choice of where 
to go. I was sponsored by the 
World University Service of 
Canada group (WUSC) through 

the student refugee program at 
the University of Regina. I 
personally chose to register at 
Luther College because of its 
reputation of having smaller 
classes, excellent program 
advisers, wonderful professors, 
and just the overall warmth and 
strong sense of community of 
Luther College.

What did you find the most 
difficult to adjust to after your 
arrival? 

NICK – Making friends was 
the most difficult thing I 
encountered especially in my 
first year here. Being new, I felt 
lonely and everything was so 
unusual: the weather, school, 
culture, environment, even the 
video games were not the same. 
The interests and activities 
of Canadian students were 
completely different and foreign 
to me. I never had access to 
YouTube at home or school and 
never paid much attention to 
superstars or celebrities. 

PATIENCE – Honestly, the 
weather and the time difference 
were the most difficult things to 
get use to when I first arrived. I 
was not prepared for how cold 
the weather was and because 
I did not know how to operate 
a thermostat, I spent the first 
month in Canada covered in 
layers of clothing. It also took a 
while for me to be able to sleep at 

night because the time difference 
between Regina and Thailand is 
13 hours. I was always exhausted 
during the day and could not 
sleep at night. 

What surprised you most about 
school life here in Regina and 
Canada? 

NICK – I was most surprised 
about the space and the number 
of beautiful parks. In Chengdu 
where I grew up, there are very 
few parks or space because 
it is overpopulated. Another 
thing that surprised me was 
the amount of flexibility and 
freedom of choice that students 
enjoy at the high school level. I 
could not believe that students 
were allowed to plan their own 
schedules and choose their own 
courses. Teachers here respect the 
students and are ready to lend a 
hand.

PATIENCE – I was amazed at 
how easy it was for me meet new 
people and become involved in 
the social scene. It was almost 
unreal to me that I found people 
that I could fit in with. I was 
worried prior to my arrival that 
I would be lonely but that was 
not the case. I was also pleasantly 
surprised by the helpfulness of 
professors to the students. 

How are the traditions at home 
different from those you have 
observed here in Canada? 
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NICK – At home my mother 
did all the cooking with our 
main dishes made out of wheat 
noodles. In our province people 
eat highly spiced food but 
my mother never used spices 
because my father came from the 
northern part of China where 
they do not like spicy food. Our 
biggest tradition is the Middle 
Autumn Festival which is held on 
the 15th day of the eighth month 
in the Chinese calendar (in the 
western calendar it would be in 
September or October). The event 
brought families together for a 
special dinner including different 
pies, moon cakes and a variety of 
meat pies. Christmas was not as 
important a holiday in China as 
it is in Canada.

For six years in China, I lived in 
my school’s dorm where we had 
a completely different system 
and set of routines to follow. 
Our school day began at 6:30 am 
and ended at 9:30 pm with a few 
breaks, meals and study time 
in-between. In grade 9 the school 
day did not end until 10:00 pm. 
The public schools had even 
stricter routines. My courses 
included Chinese, Math, English, 
History, Chemistry, Physics, and 
Politics. 

PATIENCE – In my culture 
cooking was a very central piece 

in establishing and maintaining 
relationships especially during 
the holidays. Meals were never 
ready when guests arrived; 
instead they would help prepare 
the meal. It was also normal to 
have more guests arrive than 
were invited and gatherings 
would be an all-day event. 
Children are very involved in 
household chores. Once a child 
turns ten, parents start teaching 
them to cook and clean (eg 
laundry, mopping the floor, 
making their beds). Siblings take 
turns doing the various chores 
and do not expect to be paid. 
As members of the household, 
they are supposed to help out 
in some way. Learning to do 
things at an early age is seen as 
being beneficial as it helps to 
create solidarity amongst family 
members and helps to even out 
the household chores especially 
when both parents work outside 
of the home and the children go 
to school. 

School is a big deal in my culture 
and a large emphasis is placed 
on performing well. For families 
that do not have much money, 
an education becomes even more 
valuable because parents believe 
that education is the main 
inheritance they can give to their 
children to secure their future. 
Parents keep in close 

communication with the school 
and teachers until their children 
have at least completed grade 9. 
It was not unusual for parents 
to drop by randomly during the 
week to ask the teacher how their 
child was doing. 

How do you think Luther 
College could assist 
international students with 
their transition into the school 
environment in Canada? 

NICK – I think the High School 
should continue doing what 
they are doing. Embracing 
the differences and diversity 
of international students and 
studying the needs of individuals 
on a case by case is the key as all 
international students are not the 
same. 

PATIENCE – The staff at the 
University are very friendly 
and helpful to new students 
which really helps to make 
the transition for confused 
international students smoother. 
The layout of the residence and 
cafeteria also offers a friendly 
environment for international 
students and provides an 
opportunity for the students to 
make friends and spend time 
together. Through Luther, I met 
a lot of people who helped me to 
grow academically, spiritually, 
and socially.

By Regina Akok

Left – Weikang Xiang, 
who goes by nick, is from 
Chengdu, the capital 
of Sichuan province in 
Southwest China. He 
arrived in Regina in 2011 
and is currently a grade 
11 student at the High 
School campus. 

right – Patience 
Umereweneza was born 
in Rwanda and arrived 
in Regina 2008 as a 
refugee.  She is in her 
fourth-year of health 
studies at the University 
of Regina.
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A selection from 
the Spring/Summer 
2012 Summer Photo 
Challenge

gwen Luedtke-Prince and william Prince (hs’72, u’78) 

this photo was taken at a powwow in Medicine Hat, Alberta. this portrait is of a native 
Canadian in ceremonial costume. i was frightened but in awe of the visual image this 
portrait conveyed. it also illustrates the diverse and exciting people that make the 
summers in Canada special.

donna mcgregor (fletcher) (u’63)                    

this photo was taken at our family backyard carnival with my 
grandchildren and some of their cousins. We built a pinata (called Mr 
Potato Head) and had a fun day in an old fashioned simple way.

wendy & garth (hs’78) manz

this photo was taken at the Leo Mol Sculpture 
Garden at Assiniboine Park in Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
We live in Winnipeg and enjoy this sculpture and 
flower garden as often as we are able. it is a place 
of serene solitude.

eugene e seitz (hs’53) 

this photo was taken at my youngest daughter’s 
wedding, which took place this past June. included 
in the photo is my oldest daughter, Karen, my 
youngest daughter, Victoria, my new son-in-law, 
Alex, my wife, Debbie, and myself. the wedding 
took place at St John’s Lutheran Church at Stone 
Bank, Wisconsin (eLCA). it is a small country 
church with a warm atmosphere, founded by 
norwegians in 1844.

Charlie fox (hs’54) 

this photo was taken in May 2012 in Dresden, 
Germany. it is of the restored fravenkirche church 
which was reduced to rubble in the 1945 firestorm 
that killed about 50,000 people. it was reopened 
in 2005 after 60 years.
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show us your

As Luther College will be celebrating 100 years in October 2013, 
we are inviting alumni to submit images that reflect memories and 
time spent at both Luther College campuses over the last century.  
A selection of your images will be featured in the special 100th 
Anniversary issue of The Luther Story. 

Please submit your photos, along with short explanations matching 
each image, to lutherstory@luthercollege.edu. 

the deadLine for 
suBmissions is 

28 feBruarY
2013.

MEMORIES!
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As I sit here listening to a Luther High 
School choir CD, I am reminded of their 
song, “If These Walls Could Speak.” 
What if the Luther College walls could 
speak? What stories would they tell?  
What traditions would they share?  
The stories, some humourous, some 
serious, would be far too many for this 
article. Instead, I will share with you 
some of the traditions that come to 
mind for me. 

Connections
When I first joined the staff at Luther 
College in 1966, I was asked to start an 
alumni newsletter. I became the editor, 
writer and photographer for our modest 
publication which we simply named, 
Luther.  Over the years, the newsletter 
evolved into The Luther Story.

The Luther Story is one tradition 
that has helped Luther maintain a 
connection with its alumni and with 
a wider community of friends and 
supporters beyond its two campuses.  
Issue after issue, it tells the stories of 
the College’s ongoing distinguished 
journey of excellence towards its 100th 
year celebration in 2013. Through the 
students, teachers, professors, staff, 
parents and friends who have all come 
and gone over the years, they all share 
in the making of The Luther Story, the 
sense of belonging and connectedness, 
the “living history.”  

The strong connection between Luther 
and its students is also apparent in 
the continued attendance of alumni 
at homecoming each year and  the 
generous financial support of alumni 
for the College (including the current 
renewal project at the High School).  
At Luther, alumni serve on the Board, 
some are teachers/professors or 
administrators, others are coaches and 
many are parents or grandparents.

Even in retirement on Vancouver 
Island, one of the pleasures of my wife, 
Pat, and I is when former students and 
parents will recognise us in the grocery 
store or on the street and greet us with 
warmth.

Connections – a Luther tradition.

Excellence
Luther College has a strong tradition 
at both campuses of emphasising 
excellence and quality in all its 
endeavours: academic, arts, athletics, 
community life. One could list awards, 
scholarships, championships, 
individual accomplishments and 
testimonials to demonstrate this.

Part of this quality, this excellence, 
has been character building.  As one 
alumnus stated, at Luther he met and 
learned from some fine human beings 
and felt that students learned to live 
a meaningful life with others.  Now 
almost 100 years old, Luther continues 
to expect the best of itself, its students 
and its alumni.

Excellence – a Luther tradition.

Christian context
At the High School, students still meet 
each morning in the gym for chapel. 
The original chapel was converted into 
a classroom when it became too small 
for the number of students. Students 
have various stories about chapel, 
including missing it on occasion!  
However, alumni speak of the special 
sense of community fostered as 
the whole student body and faculty 
gathered each day at a special time.  

The University has a beautiful chapel 
where worship services are held and 
other ceremonies take place. Before 
the construction of the new wing 
where the chapel is currently located, 

students would sit on the carpeted floor 
in the “Upper Room”, a space above 
the auditorium (now offices) where 
Sunday morning worship was held. One 
year, a student even requested to be 
baptised in the Upper Room.

These chapel experiences, the 
Religious Studies and Christian Ethics 
courses, the encouragement to be 
of service to others, and a caring 
community combine to make Luther ... 
Luther.

Christian context – a Luther tradition.

Tradition
A number of years ago, Pat and I sat in 
the High School gym enjoying a
wonderful performance of the popular 
musical, Fiddler on the Roof, put on by 
the students. Tevye’s song, Tradition, 
is a powerful expression of his concern 
that the old traditions were being 
lost.  As the father and patriarch of the 
family, Tevye tried his best to convince 
his three daughters that the traditions 
of their community were important and 
needed to stay the same.

Some of Luther’s traditions date 
back to 1913 when the College was 
founded in Melville, Saskatchewan, 
while others emerged over time.  Some 
traditions are unique to either the High 
School or the University while others 
are shared between both campuses.  
Some traditions have been expanded 
while others have been downsised. 
Traditions do not have to remain static 
– change and growth are possible. This 
is something I believe Luther has done 
well. Just as Tevye learned to listen 
to his daughters’ wishes, Luther has 
learned to listen to its “family’s” wishes.
 
If these walls could speak ... what a 
story they would tell!

IF THESE WALLS COULD SPEAK
re

fle
ct
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Don King began working at Luther College in 1966 as Director of development, alumni & 
church relations; he was responsible for strengthening those three areas and coordinating the 
raising of money for Luther’s University building. Over the years Don was a teacher, coach, 
Chaplain and Director of Student Life. In 1980 he became Principal of LCHS and President 
of Luther College in 1991. He retired from Luther in 1996 and currently lives with his wife 
Pat, in Qualicum Beach, Vancouver Island. 

By Don King
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When the history of the 21st century comes to 
be written, it may well be that future historians 
will address in some way what might be termed 
“the crisis of tradition.”  It has become a 
postmodern commonplace to suggest that, 
at the turn of the millennium, the seemingly-
stable cultural institutions and values that had 
sustained Western civilisation for hundreds of 
years had finally run their course, to be replaced 
by an ethical relativism that was encouraged, 
and perhaps created, by a commercial culture 
primarily interested in getting people to buy 
things.  According to this understanding, 21st 
century people no longer live lives, but rather 
follow lifestyles; they mix and match cultural 
values and mores with at best the same level 
of interest as they mix and match paint and 
wallpaper.  If everything is relative, so the thinking 
runs, then nothing is especially meaningful, or at 
least meaning is created to suit individual tastes.  
Even multiculturalism—a global awareness 
unprecedented in human history—is ultimately 
only more fodder for lifestyle choices: for the first 
time, it is relatively easy to come face to face with 
other cultures, but is also easy to adopt them and 
modify them to suit our own tastes.  

In the midst of such relativism, where does one 
find tradition?  More important: how does one 
define “tradition” in a way that makes sense, 
when the very concept of “tradition” has been 
rendered neutral by becoming simply one 
category among many?  However, choosing 
“traditional” pizza crust over, say, “deep dish” 
or “cheese filled” is not the same thing as 
participating in a tradition.  Traditions are not 
options within culture; they form part of the 
foundation upon which culture is built.  Traditions 
mark out the territory of culture; they are the 
architecture of culture; they surround us, protect 
us, and provide us with the basic reference points 
by which we live our lives.  But, like architecture, 
their stability also makes them quite resistant 
to change or easy modification; if you live in a 
bungalow, you can’t decide tomorrow to switch to 
a split-level without some serious effort. Their very 
stability, then, makes them a target for attack in 
a society that equates change with improvement, 
and that restlessly seeks to detach itself from its 

own foundations.  In the technological century, 
the first victim is tradition.

One response to the apparent free-form, 
lawless individualism of our century—the kind 
of individualism that rejects traditions and 
traditional social institutions (such as religion, 
marriage, school, or government) as at best 
silly and irrelevant, and at worst dangerous 
and harmful—is to reassert the supremacy of a 
particular tradition, and, in effect, to construct 
a kind of simplified, essentialist tradition that is 
designed to be unambiguous, easy to understand 
and, most important, completely impervious 
to change or outside influence.  “Tradition,” in 
this sense, is fuelled by nostalgia—a term that 
originally designated a psychological illness 
brought about by excessive homesickness.  
Nostalgic traditions may have some resemblance 
to real traditions, but they are temporary 
structures, hastily assembled, serviceable to a 
point, but ultimately unable to withstand any 
long-term use or even any real modification.  

At the same time, there is a growing rhetoric, 
fuelled in part but not entirely by commerce, 
around the concept of “innovation.”  As citizens 
of the 21st century, this rhetoric asserts, we are 
no longer bound by tradition.  To be a citizen of 
the new millennium is to be free of old structures, 
to reject old forms that hinder development—
personal, economic, and social.  In its most visible 
form, innovation and growth mean wiping out the 
past, knocking down structures that seem to have 
outlived their usefulness, literally dismantling 
the architecture in razing old historic buildings, 
and in the process eradicating the collective 
visible memory of a community.  Even if one finds 
undeveloped territory to place new buildings, the 
logic is the same: economic growth is equated 
with “progress,” a move toward an unspecified 
but assuredly superior place.  

While the elimination of outworn or erroneous 
traditions is to be commended, I am also 
concerned that “innovation” not simply be 
equated with “novelty.”  Like nostalgia, novelty 
is a temporary structure, a for-the-moment 
fashionable idea that appears attractive, but 
whose attractiveness lies almost entirely in its 

newness.  Novelty that dismantles real tradition, 
that is uninformed by tradition, is almost 
always in danger of collapsing, because it is 
not expected to last.  Ironically, novelty often 
attempts to reconnect with the very traditions is 
has dismantled, by repacking a pastiche form of 
the old tradition as an authentic recreation.  This 
is especially true in North American cities, where 
attempts at creating “old world” experiences 
quickly descend to the level of kitsch, cultural 
bric-à-brac adding flair to an otherwise soulless 
and meaningless innovation.

It seems clear, then, that reconciling tradition 
and innovation seems to be the only sane 
choice.  Both are necessary.  Tradition without 
innovation is stagnant, unimaginative, and 
restrictive.  Innovation without tradition is 
reckless, ungrounded, and ill-considered.  We 
cannot simply adhere to forms and practices that 
no longer have any meaning, just because things 
have always been done that way.  At the same 
time, simply to throw away our own memory and 
our own tradition is madness, a self-imposed 
amnesia that guarantees an existence without 
contexts and without structures.  

I see the crisis of tradition, then, as an opportunity 
for places like Luther College to become sites 
where a dynamic synthesis of tradition and 
innovation can flourish.  Genuine innovation—
more than just the uninspired reshuffling of 
familiar tropes that often passes for “innovation” 
in corporate contexts—requires what I might call 
an innovating talent.  Such a talent is one that 
engages fully with its own tradition—embraces 
it, understands it, even loves it—and yet remains 
fully open to challenging that tradition, to testing 
its limits, and even to expanding its boundaries.  
This is not an easy talent: it requires a strange 
kind of doublethink, demanding that one be both 
inside one’s tradition and outside it at the same 
time.  The innovating talent doesn’t tamper with 
the architecture of tradition, but it knows how 
to renovate tastefully, sensibly, and with an eye 
to preserving the foundation of the past with 
the freshness of the present and the creative 
possibilities of the future.

By Dr Noel Chevalier, Luther College at the University of Regina
TRADITION AND THE INNOVATING TALENT

Dr Noel Chevalier has taught English at Luther College since 1993. His primary research 
and teaching focus lies in literature of the 18th century, but he has a wide range of 
interests, including Literature and the Bible, Literature and Science, the Roots of 
Globalisation, and even Harry Potter. He is also a member of the Luther Bach Choir. 
While he does not mind being considered traditional, he hopes he never will be thought 
of as conventional.
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Faculty and staff notes
In October 2012, Dave Hall was 
selected by the Ministry of Education 
to serve on the Secondary Science 
Working Group. He will be helping the 
Government write the Environmental 
Science 20 curriculum. Dave teaches 
science, biology and IB Environmental 
Systems and Societies at LCHS.    

In October 2012, Gregory Akulov, 
along with his son, Alex, had a 
mathematical problem published in 
The Mathematical Spectrum (a British 
publication). Gregory teaches pre-
calculus, IB math foundations and IB 
calculus at LCHS.  

Student notes
The 2012 Entrance Scholarships were 
handed out at a special presentation 
during chapel on Thursday 11 October 
2012. Recipients, family, faculty and 
staff gathered for a special tea in the 
Blue Room following the ceremony.  

Congratulations to AVE (Advanced 
Vocal Ensemble) who performed at 
the fall opening of the Saskatchewan 
Legislature on Thursday 25 October 
2012.  Following the throne speech 
by the Lieutenant Governor, AVE 
performed two pieces. The singers 
were then invited to attend a 
reception for all the dignitaries. 
Premier Brad Wall offered to take AVE 
on a “behind the scenes” tour of the 
Cabinet Chamber and the Premier’s 
Office. Premier Wall offered insightful 
historical information about both 
these rooms.  

Congratulations to Paul Anderson, 
who received the highest score in the 
province on his Grade 8 Cello exam 
at the Toronto Conservatory of Music 
and will be awarded a Gold Medal in 
an upcoming ceremony at Darke Hall.

Congratulations to Ryan Gilewich 
for his 3rd place finish at the City 
Golf Championship, qualifying him 
for the Provincial Championship 
and to Brenna Randall who was a 
member of the bronze medal district 
team at the Provincial Cross Country 
Championship.  

Congratulations to the Football Team, 
Senior and Junior Girls’ Volleyball 
Teams, Boys and Girls Soccer 
Teams, Cross Country and Golf for 
representing Luther so well this fall!  
Thank you to all the coaches, team 
personnel and fans for their support.  
Go Lions!
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AVE with Premier 
Brad Wall after their 
performance at the 
fall opening of the 
Saskatchewan Legislature 
on Thursday 25 October 
2012.
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37th Luther Lecture 
On Monday 24 September 2012, 
Luther College welcomed Bishop 
Michael Ingham as the College’s 
37th Luther Lecturer. Bishop 
Ingham, perhaps best known to 
the wider Canadian public as the 
church leader who spearheaded the 
blessing of same-sex marriages within 
the Diocese of New Westminster, 
presented a talk entitled Finding the 
Postmodern Balance: evangelical, 
catholic, liberal. Drawing on 
his experience as a sometimes 
controversial church leader, Bishop 
Ingham’s talk focused on how 
churches could address both their 
own internal divisions and attacks 
from a society that views the 
established institutions as irrelevant 
or even dangerous. A video of the 
presentation can be found on the 
Luther College website at www.
luthercollege.edu/lutherlecture. 

Fall Convocation
On Saturday 20 October 2012, 
Luther College at the University of 
Regina celebrated the graduation 
of 19 Luther students at the Fall 
Convocation. Professor Gerald Hill 
delivered the convocation address 
on the importance of thinking and 
imagining across boundaries of all 
sorts. 

Luther awards ceremony  
On Thursday 9 October 2012, an 
awards ceremony was held to present 
the 2012 Luther Scholarships and 
Dean’s Honour Roll to deserving 
Luther students. Over 100 parents, 
faculty and staff were present as 
92 students received numerous 
scholarships including the James 
Kurtz Memorial Scholarship, Dr Arthur 
Krentz Scholarship in Humanities, 
Kovacs History Scholarship and 
Luther Scholarship for Academic 
Dedication. 

Studentsfirst Momentum 
Momentum is a series of nine 
workshops intended to assist students 
in finding a vocational path by 
providing them with the necessary 
skills (eg resume writing, conducting 
effective job searches, etiquette, 
language skills, developing a portfolio, 
interview skills, etc) as well as 
connecting them with mentors, many 
of whom are Luther alumni.  

During the pilot program in October-
November 2012, the College was 
fortunate to have six alumni return 
to give presentations on what they 
had done with their degree. These 
alumni included Jonathan Achtzehner 
(HS’98, U’04), Dr Brenda Anderson 
(U’11), Michelle Clark (U’04), Shawn 
Fraser (U’07), Erik Norbraten (U’87), 
and Robbie McLellan (U’07).  All of 
the workshop presentations can be 
viewed on the Luther College website 
at www.luthercollege.edu/momentum. 

ALL COLLEGE

On Wednesday 10 October 2012, the 
official countdown to Luther College’s 
100th Anniversary celebrations on the 
Thanksgiving weekend of 2013 (10 to 
13 October 2013) began. Registration 
for the three-day event also 
opened. The weekend schedule and 
registration information including an 
on-line registration form are available 
on the College website at www.
luthercollege.edu/100thanniversary. 

Bishop Michael Ingham at the 2012 Luther Lecture 
on Monday 24 September 2012.

Some of the Dean’s Honour Roll recipients with 
Dr Franz Volker Greifenhagen, academic dean, 
at the Awards Ceremony held on Thursday 9 
October 2012. 
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CORRECTION: The Class of 1954 
picture in the Spring/Summer 2012 
Luther Story incorrectly identified 
Joyce (Blaser) Fitz as Joyce Boesch 
(HS’54.) Our apologies to both Joyces 
for the error.

HIGH SCHOOL
Marieka Andrew (Barrie) (HS’00) 
married Daryl on 10 September 2011 
in Regina, Saskatchewan. She works as 
a communications consultant for the 
Government of Saskatchewan. 

Portia Belmont (Hobbs) (HS’75) is 
an Adjunct Professor at the University 
of Texas at Brownsville, teaching 
Composition I, Composition II and 
MCAT Verbal Test Prep. She has 
three children, Nadia Williamson of 
Regina, Saskatchewan, Erica Castillo 
of Honolulu, Hawaii, and Dann Diego 
Rivera of Brownsville, Texas. Her 
daughter, Erica Castillo, earned her 
Doctor of Jurisprudence and gave birth 
to her beautiful granddaughter, Evita 
Castillo, in 2012. Her son is attending 
his last year of high school and 
plans to be a medical doctor like his 
granddad. Nadia owns NWL dress shop 
in Regina, Saskatchewan. Portia lives 
in Brownsville, Texas, on the border of 
Mexico by the sea. 

A special memory of Luther College is 
the exhilarating, dangerous and rule 
defying water fights held in the dorms. 
 
Taylor Carson (HS’09) is attending 
Law School at the University of 
Saskatchewan.

Sandra Child (HS’72) currently works 
for a home care company and has 
a pediatric client whom she looks 
after. For the past 12 years, she has 
attended Central United Church in 
Calgary, Alberta and has been involved 
with women’s groups, singing in the 
choir and a small group called the 
“Possibility Singers.” She is the past 
president of the Calgary Presbyterian 
United Church Women and has 

travelled to many smaller towns 
and cities in Alberta for meetings. 
Photography is a major hobby. She has 
a niece in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 
a nephew and his wife living in Japan 
and is a great-aunt to their daughter. A 
special memory is the small locker room 
in the girls’ dorm, as well as LIT, being 
an avid basketball fan, hamburgers, 
fries and jello for lunch in the cafeteria 
on Tuesdays, going to Lady Shannon’s 
Tarantella in grade 11, noon hours at 
M&J’s in grade 12, and walking out of a 
grade 12 history class to go to the store 
to get gum for Rob Cooke.  

Clive Cook (HS’59) is now happily 
retired and spends lots of time in 
Toronto, Ontario visiting with his 
grandchildren. He enjoys receiving 
The Luther Story to hear about other 
alumni.

Brent Cowie (HS’80) has been skiing 
at his place in Fernie, Alberta and 
traveling to Mexico etc. He is a farmer 
and new grandfather with his boys 
taking agriculture at school while 
helping him with farming. Special 
memories of Luther College are the 
panty raids in the girls’ dormitory and 
school ski trips.

Nadine Cowie (HS’85) is raising two 
outgoing boys and works as a speech 
pathologist at the Prairie South School 
Division. A most vivid memory of 
Luther was of the fire in the girls’ dorm 
in 1983-84. Students missed three 
days of school and stayed with day 
students for at least a week. Those 
were the days.

Derek Ford (HS’96) and his wife, 
Natasha, are relocating to Saskatoon, 
Saskatchewan. He recently obtained 

employment with the provincial 
government as an air ambulance 
pilot, having previously been a pilot in 
Buffalo Narrows, Saskatchewan and 
Inuvik, Northwest Territories. They are 
expecting their first child in November 
2012. 

Kirsten Gaudet (Gustafson) (HS’92) 
after graduation, earned a degree 
in Agriculture at the University of 
Saskatchewan. She married Donald 
Gaudet in 1996 and moved to St 
Isidore de Bellevue, Saskatchewan 
where she worked as an agronomist at 
an agriculture retailer and a soil testing 
company. They have three children, 
ages 10, 12 and 14. She and her 
husband are full-time grain farmers on 
their 5300-acre farm, Prairie Mountain 
Farms Ltd. A special memory of Luther 
College is dorm life!  

Karla Hillis (HS’09) is currently 
attending the University of Waterloo 
taking Optometry.

Patti Kuhar (Tuttosi) (HS’81) married 
Joe in 1985, the same year she 
graduated from the Wascana nursing 
program. They have lived throughout 
Saskatchewan, Northwest Territories 
and Alberta. She is currently a staff 
RN at the Continuing Care Center in 
Westlock province. They have three 
children and Max, their wiener dog! 
Chris is an accountant, Evan is a golf 
professional in his final year and Katie 
is in grade12. Patti’s special memory is 
she loved dorm life!

Marvin M Lange (HS’57) won the 
2012 Raymond F Longacres Award 
for his substantial contributions 
and enduring input to aerospace 
psychiatry. His operational experience 
as a Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) 
aircrew and Flight Surgeon translated 
into insightful, practical psychiatric 
consultative services for the RCAF, 
Transport Canada, and the Canadian 

The Luther Story is 
available online. To read 

the digital edition, 
visit www.luthercollege.edu/

lutherstory.
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Space Agency. His forward-thinking 
approach led to the controlled, 
evidence-based approval of SSRI 
medications in Canadian aircrew. He 
also contributed significantly to the 
selection and operational support of 
Canadian astronauts for International 
Space Stations (ISS) duties and to the 
ISS Human Behavior and Performance 
Working Group.  

Kevin Miller (HS’10) moved back to 
Regina, Saskatchewan last year after 
completing law school at the University 
of Saskatchewan. On 15 June 2012, 
he was called to the Bar as a lawyer 
in Saskatchewan. He is currently 
employed as an Associate at Miller 
Thomson LLP.  

Jonathan Milley (HS’98) graduated 
from RCMP training on 16 January 
2012. This was a very special moment 
as his dad, Bill, presented him with his 
medal. He has been posted to Grand 
Falls-Windsor, Newfoundland. His 
mom, Lorraine, worked in the LCHS 
Administration office from 1996 to 
2001.

Alastair Preston (HS’65) retired in 
May 2011. 

 

Jonathan Prior (HS’02, U’07) is 
starting his third year of a PhD in 
Roman Archaeology at Durham 
University.

Nathan Pullar (HS’92) has been living 
in Whitehorse, Yukon for the last 12 
years working with Northwestel as 
an engineer. He is married with three 
children ranging from ages 2-7. 

Simi Shah (Wilhelm) (HS’92) and 
Nimit recently welcomed their second 

daughter, Zara Emilia Shah, on 4 
May 2012. They all reside in London, 
United Kingdom. 

Victor Thomas (HS’02) was the 
2012 recipient of the Dr Robert 
and Norma Ferguson Award for 
Outstanding Service. This award is 
given to an alumnus who has shown 
exceptional leadership and service to 
the University of Regina or its Alumni 
Association. He is currently a principle 
and executive director of Aspen 
Medical Canada Inc, a subsidiary 
of Aspen Medical, an international 
firm with expertise in delivering 
healthcare solutions in complex 
and often remote environments. 
Aspen Medical Canada recently set 
up its Canadian headquarters in 
Regina, Saskatchewan. Victor sits on 
several corporate boards, including 
serving as a corporate director of 
SaskEnergy since 2008 and as current 
chair of its Human Resources and 
Compensation Committee. He also 
serves on the University Senate, the 
University of Regina Joint Committee 
on Ceremonies and the Allied Health 
Centre Council, and is the youngest 
member of the Paul J Hill School of 
Business CEO Advisory Circle.

Raynelle Wilson (HS’95) married 
James Saunders (HS’87) in July 
2012. They both live in Regina, 
Saskatchewan and work for the 
Government of Saskatchewan. James 
has two children, Malcolm (14) 
and Tess (8). James serves as the 
Associate Deputy Minister in Executive 
Council and Raynelle serves 
as the Chief of Staff to the Minister 
Responsible for Crown Investments. 

Sharilyn Woloschuk (Hart) (HS’69) 
was recently nominated for the 2012 
New Mexico Nursing Excellence Nurse 
Executive of the Year award which 
distinguishes nursing education, 
practice, and work environment. 

Sharilyn continues to work as the 
Senior Director for the University 
of New Mexico Heart and Vascular 
Center. She is married with four grown 
children and two granddaughters and 
although they are spread throughout 
the United States and Canada, 
they enjoy summers together in 
Saskatchewan at the family cottage on 
Last Mountain Lake.  
 
UNIVERSITY
Sabrina Cataldo (U’99) received three 
2012 Awards of Communications 
Excellence (Writing, Publications, and 
Best of Show for Communications 
Skills) for her work on the 2009-2010 
Saskatchewan Arts Board Annual 
Report.

Amanda Dodge (U’99), after 
graduating from the University of 
Regina, completed a degree in law 
from the University of Saskatchewan. 
She currently works at an inner 
city legal clinic in Saskatoon, 
Saskatchewan and was recently given 
an award for her work in legal aid. 
Amanda cherished her time at the 
University of Regina, and Luther in 
particular, and how her experiences at 
university expanded her mind. 

Shawn Fraser (U’07) was elected as 
the council member for Ward 3 on the 
Regina City Council in October 2012.

John Hampton (U’09) and Jeff 
Nachtigall (U’00) were shortlisted 
for the 2012 Lieutenant Governor’s 
Arts Awards, the Saskatchewan 
Arts Board’s annual recognition 
of contributions to the arts in the 
province.  John is an artist and curator 
currently pursuing a master’s degree 
in visual studies at the University of 
Toronto. Jeff is a multidisciplinary 
artist, curator, activist and speaker. His 
work has been exhibited throughout 
North America, Europe, and China, 
and is represented in numerous public 
and private collections. 
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Luther College High School
C h o i r s  & H a n d b e l l s       

Christmas Candlelight Services

Sunday 16 December 2012
2:30 pm & 7:30 pm

Trinity Evangelical 
Lutheran Church

1909 Ottawa Street

Guest Organist: Hertha Pfeifer

Free-will offering

www.luthercollege.edu
791.9160 
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The Luther Story c/o Luther College High School 
1500 Royal Street 
Regina, SK  S4T 5A5 
email: alumni@luthercollege.edu

10 to 13 october 2013, regina, SaSkatchewan

Join us as Luther College celebrates its 100th Anniversary on the  
Thanksgiving weekend of 2013. Reminisce about the past and toast the 
future with fellow alumni, friends and staff as we honour a century  
of Luther College traditions and heritage.

For more information and to register, visit the College website  
at www.luthercollege.edu/100thanniversary.

Luther CoLLege  
100th AnniversAry  
Century of fAithfuLness 

2013
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number 40065736.

celebrate with a luther college                                  
commemorative coin-$10

Available at:                                                                                                           
•	 Lion’s	Den,	Luther	College	High	School

•	 Student	Services	Office,	Luther	College	at	the	University	of	Regina	

•	 Luther	College	events

They make a great Christmas present!


